Time, spinning itself to its axis, has brought us to Dashain of 2072. The year 2072 proved itself to be the year of hardship and misfortune. May be it is the very year which lies at the sharp bend of the road from where we take a turn to go ahead along the path of progress and prosperity. After the devastating earthquakes of Baishakh 12 and the series of vibrations followed by it, we are doomed to face the Madhes movements and the undeclared blockade of by India in necessary materials including petrol and diesel. Obviously, schools and the educational sectors couldn’t be remained untouched by these unprecedented events in the lands of Himalaya. In spite of these several obstacles we have been able to manage to continue the process of teaching reading activities as much as possible with our efforts.

During the period of last one month we have done several activities in order to promote the educational quality of the school. We conducted trainings for the parents and guardians to facilitate them to manage their kids at home. We sent two students to Thailand as representatives from our school to take part in the workshop of international students’ cooperative alliance. Internally, we have made several plans and strategies to improve the competency of the students.

The second term exams are going to be over by the 1st of Kartik, we are very sorry for the inconvenience caused by petroleum shortage regarding transportation of the students. The cooperation and well wishing of our students’ guardians are always be appreciated and respected by the school management. By the way, writing this message, the result of class 12 has been published. I would like to express my heartfelt congratulations to the successful students and wish them every success in their future life. Hoping that every problem and every dispute regarding politics will be solved by the end of Dashain vacation, and there will be peace and harmony among the Nepalese people.

May Goddess Durga Bhavani bless all of us. Happy Vijaya Dashami 2072!

Bishwa Prakash Neupane
Principal
**EDUCATION**

Education has got a great price, to be good we should read nice. we cannot get education easily, to get education we should work hard. Education makes successful future. It can be achieved only be labor, to get education we go to school after getting it, don't be a fool. Education makes a person wise. don't think it has small size, Great person are made by education and all humans are god's creation.

Keshavi Kafle
Class : 5'A'

**Why school uniform is important!**

School and colleges have their own rules and regulations. Every one, teachers or students, has to follow them. One of them is that student have to wear a certain types of dress, that is same coloured, shirts, paints or half paints for the boys, In the same way, girls either have to wear the same shirts and skirts of the same colour.

School dress makes all students look similar. No students can get chance to show off. Nobody can show their superiority or inferiority. When the students walk along the roads or streets, they show the identity of a school. Students have to be disciplined. It helps them to build up their personality. Students in school dress might get more sympathy than in other time, so they can get help. So I think school dress is necessary for the students.

Dipta Bhusal
Class : 9'B'

---

**There isn't anything without you**

I miss your smile
I miss your laugh,
I miss your everything
And the happiness which you give
I hope you really know
How much I truly care
Because when I'm away from you
It's like something isn't there
I hope you also take my care
I know you will come soon here
From that day we will take each other's care
There isn't anything when you aren't here.

Dipika Chalise
Class 7'B'
Beauty lies in the eyes of beholder.

Margaret Wolfe

Childhood

Childhood is rare,
Unlike a bear,
Childhood is fun,
Unlike eating a bun,
Childhood is like fire
Like the excitement of getting red
Childhood is like honey.
Like a hopping bunny
Appreciate childhood
Like when you first stood
Appreciate childhood......

Angel Sapkota
Class: 3"C"
BHADRA 28th: All the students of class 6 to 10 were sent to watch the film "Teacher" with respective class teachers in Ganesh Hall, hoping the students would learn some moral lesson from the film.

BHADRA 28th: Teej geet competition was held in the school as a school Wednesday programme. There were two groups in the programme and students secured the position as follow.

Primary Group:
- First: Class 5"C"
- Second: Class 4"C"

Secondary Group:
- First: Class 6"C"
- Second: Class 7"B"

BHADRA 28th: Two students of VSHSSS Janaki Kandel-12, and Sachin Kharel (10) were sent to Thailand to participate in the Asia pacific work shop on Youth and Campus Co-operatives organized by International Co-operative Alliance (ICA) (17-19 September), 2015.

BHADRA 29th: Bal geet competition was organized by Kalika F.M. on the Children Day. The participants from VSHSSS were from class 10 and 9 students.

BHADRA 29th: Two students names Pradipti Kandel-5c and Santosh Bhattari -5c were sent to Janak Higher Secondary School to participate in Handwriting and Reading competition organized by the "Jestha Nagarik Samaj-Nepal, Gaindakot" There were altogether 23 schools' participants in the competition including a few school from Chitwan. Pradipti Kandel stood 2nd in handwriting competition and Santosh Bhattari was able to secure the 3rd position in reading competition from VSHSSS, Gaindakot. Congratulations to both of them.

BHADRA 30th: Teej geet competition was organized by VICCU on the occasion of its Silver Jubilee. The female staff of VSHSSS participated in the competition.

ASHWIN 9th: A Training for parents from Nursery to class 3 was held in the VSHSSS auditorium hall. About 300 parents took part in the training. Dr. Janardan Dhakal was the trainer of the program. There were very positive responses from the parents for such type of training and they believed that it would help them to manage their kids at home.

ASHWIN 20th: A regular joint staff meeting was held in the secondary block. There was discussion on several agenda like home visit report, 2nd term examination preparation, work division for ECA activities etc.